Behind the Photostory.....

Just how did it all happen
Introduction

Discussions

Planning

T(D)GZ MC, FES, Kalpavriksh and ICCA Consortium
Appointing the coordinating team
Building the story.....
Visiting Ungma village
With the village council Ungma village...
Introduction, and discussions with the village council, Ungma
And with the mothers group....
Visiting private and government schools in Ungma
Visiting Longsa village....
Introduction and discussions with women and children at Longsa
And with the village council ......
Nature awareness and photo training sessions with children
Nature awareness.......

And photo training...
Finally trying their hands at it......
Taking some serious shots.....
Not all shots were about nature!!!!

But were about friendship and fun........
Recording songs and interviews.....
The hard task of writing the script, arranging the Photo Story & songs and finally recording .......
Now we look forward to your comments and suggestions